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+913340047525

A comprehensive menu of Kurry Patta from Kolkata covering all 15 dishes and drinks can be found here on the
card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Kurry Patta:
excellent place for glutenfree. for vegans be careful: while I had explained I was vegan, my wife ordered

diserdosa (she is not vegan) and some wipers ended in my vegan mushroom dosa (probably produced on the
same hot plate). There was a second time without problems. read more. What User doesn't like about Kurry

Patta:
we needed a lunch while you have n’y favorite a dosa. we have idlis and dosa with snorkel and kartoffeln

masala. it was delicious. we have help. in our selection bu friendly staff read more. At Kurry Patta from Kolkata
you have the opportunity to savor delicious vegetarian meals, in which no trace of animal meat or fish was used,
Likewise, the guests of the establishment prefer the large variety of various coffee and tea specialities that the
restaurant provides. If you decide to come for breakfast, a versatile brunch is ready for you, One also prepares

dishes deliciously and freshly with traditional Indian spices.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LASSI

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Vegetaria� dishe�
CURD RICE

Lam� & Hähnche�
KORMA

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI SAUCE

�tr� S�ße�
CHUTNEY

Indisch� Getränk�
SWEET LASSI

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
POTATOES

GARLIC

COCONUT

CHILI

ONION

CHEESE
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